We construct a weakly-coupled renormalizable model to explain the 750 GeV diphoton excess. The 750 GeV resonance (denoted as X (750)) is interpreted as a pseudoscalar coming from a complex singlet. The model also naturally provides a dark matter candidate. One most attractive feature of the model is that decays of X(750) are all loop-induced so the diphoton rate is not diluted by unwanted tree level branching fractions. Relevant Yukawa interactions need not to be tuned to near non-perturbative region to explain the rate. The model is highly predictive, including the pseudoscalar nature of X(750), and two nearly mass-degenerate exotic quarks carrying electric charge 5/3 and 2/3, respectively. Rich phenomenology is expected with respect to collider searches, flavor physics and dark matter detection, if X(750) can be pinned down by future LHC experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
The discovery of the 125 GeV Higgs boson [1, 2] and the non-discovery of any new physics signature at the LHC Run I mark an an amazing triumph of the standard model (SM) and have significant implications for beyond the SM (BSM) physics searches. Now the guidelines on BSM searches heavily rely on either highlydebated theoretical issues (e.g. Higgs mass fine-tuning), or observational clues (e.g. dark matter (DM)) which however need not be related to energy scales accessible at present or foreseeable accelerators. Therefore it is very fortunate if the already obtained LHC Run II data can reveal some new phenomena which will in turn fast track our BSM searches and understanding of those fundamental theoretical and observational questions. Recently the ATLAS and CMS collaborations have reported an excess of diphoton events around 750 GeV invariant mass with a local significance of 3.6σ and 2.6σ, respectively, using the 13 TeV LHC data [3, 4] . If this is not merely due to statistical fluctuations or some unknown systematic uncertainties, the excess will definitely have far-reaching consequences for any BSM theory and profoundly shape our understanding of elementary particles and the universe. At present no definite conclusion can be drawn with regard to the very existence of the resonance, and more data and refined photon energy calibration are warranted to arrive at a final confirmation or exclusion.
It is nevertheless tempting for theorists to dig out the agents behind the scene which contribute to such a surprising phenomenon, assuming the existence of the * gangli@pku.edu.cn † maoyingnan@pku.edu.cn ‡ tangyilei15@pku.edu.cn § larry@pku.edu.cn ¶ yangzhou9103@gmail.com * * shzhu@pku.edu.cn 750 GeV resonance (denoted as X (750)). Therefore, the excess triggered a huge amount of theoretical and phenomenological investigations . The excess is to some extent surprising because it is somewhat challenging to interpret it naturally in a weakly-coupled model. Taking into account 8 TeV results [103] [104] [105] [106] , the production mechanism of X(750) is very likely to be gluon fusion, based on parton luminosity considerations [11] . Here we only consider the case that the diphoton excess indeed corresponds to a new resonance X(750) which is produced in gluon fusion and subsequently decays to exactly two photons. We note that there are many other interesting possibilities of exotic kinematics [10] which we won't pursue in the following. The Landau-Yang theorem [107, 108] and the pursuit of a renormalizable theory prompt us to consider the possibility that X(750) is spin-zero and both gg → X(750) and X(750) → γγ proceed via loops. It has been shown [10] that in this case particles beyond the SM have to be introduced in the loops so as to provide a sufficient diphoton rate and at the same time to make the theory compatible with collider constraints from other channels. Even with this addition, generically it is still difficult to produce the diphoton cross section required to explain the experimental results (about 5 fb is needed [10, 11] ) naturally in renormalizable models. Relevant Yukawa interactions are often tuned to near non-perturbative region (or a large number of new particles are introduced), and ad hoc assumptions are often made (explicitly or implicitly) to suppress the tree level decay of X(750) to SM particles. Aimed at tackling these difficulties, in this Letter we propose a simple, weakly-coupled extension of the SM to explain the diphoton excess. The model is fully gauge invariant under SM gauge groups and completely renormalizable. One very attractive feature of the model is that decays of X(750) are always loop-induced, in this way the early appearance of the diphoton excess is naturally explained. In the next section we present the contents of the model and discuss its important phenomenological aspects. Finally we present our discussion and conclusion. 
II. THE MODEL
We introduce a complex singlet scalar S, an inert doublet scalar Φ and an inert vector-like doublet quark Q, in addition to SM fields. The complete list of relevant representations and quantum numbers are listed in Table I . CP conservation is required in the extended sector, for both the Lagrangian and the vacuum. We call Φ and Q inert because they are odd under a Z 2 symmetry, i.e. Φ → −Φ, Q → −Q while SM fields and S are even. We identify the particle corresponding to the CP-odd component of S as the X(750). In this construction the particle participating in gg → X(750) and X(750) → γγ triangle loops is the inert vector-like
, where the subscripts label the electric charge of the weak isospin components. The role of vector-like quarks in (extra) Higgs boson production and decay has been extensively studied, e.g. [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] . Here the representations of vector-like quarks are chosen carefully so as to produce a large diphoton rate more easily. The particlular, simple representation of Q listed in Table I was noticed by [10, 53] and found to generate relatively large diphoton rate, due to the large multiplicity and electric charge involved. We note that when making the above statement there is a crucial idealized assumption, i.e. only the di-gluon decay channel dominates the total width of X(750). If X(750) is a CP-even scalar, its tree level decays to W, Z, h, t (h denotes the 125 GeV Higgs boson) are in general open, albeit they might be suppressed by mixing angles in certain model construction cases. A CP-odd scalar is more desirable because it has no tree level trilinear coupling to W W, ZZ, hh (also its loop function has larger asymptotic value). This allures us to also forbid its tree level coupling to SM fermions (and to Zh), which is not possible in a usual two-Higgsdoublet model setup. This impossibility arises from the particular representation assignment of the extra Higgs field, which can otherwise be dissolved by demanding the CP-odd scalar come from a complex singlet, which is just the S introduced in our model. In this way the di-gluon channel can naturally dominate the total width of X(750), without being diluted by unwanted tree level decays. The introduction of Φ and making Φ and Q inert is crucial as well. This becomes evident when we consider the decay of Q. On one hand, we would like Q to decay in some manner because stable colored and charged particles are stringently constrained [114] . On the other hand, if Q is allowed to decay via mixing with SM quarks as was considered in [10, 53] , the same mixing effect will reintroduce tree level couplings of X(750) to SM fermions and thus spoil our original goal. Inspired by flavored DM constructions [32, 115, 116] , we are led to make Q decay to final states involving DM and thus Φ and the Z 2 assignments are introduced. The lightest particle from the Z 2 -odd sector, if color and electrically neutral, becomes a DM candidate, which is taken to be the CPeven or CP-odd neutral particle from Φ. It is interesting to note that if the DM particle is heavier than half of the mass of X(750) (which will be assumed in the following), then X(750) will not have any tree level decay (even 3-body and multi-body tree level decays are forbidden as well). In such a case X(750) is therefore called loopphilic. In general, loop-induced decay of X(750) to digluon will dominate the width. Minor contributions of γγ, W W, γZ, ZZ, hh, Zh, tt decay modes and decays to final states involving the additional CP-even Z 2 -even Higgs boson h are also expected, all of which still have to proceed via loops. The diphoton branching ratio is not diluted by unwanted tree level branching fractions, which is a very attractive feature of the model.
With all ingredients at our hand, we can now write down the most general CP-conserving renormalizable gauge-invariant Lagrangian containing the introduced fields satisfying symmetry assignments dictated by Table I (H denotes the original Higgs doublet 
In Eq. (6) u Ri , i = 1, 2, 3 denotes the three generations of SM up type quarks and i is summed over. Covariant derivatives in the above equations are understood to be consistent with the representations and quantum numbers listed in Table I . For completeness, we also explicitly write down the scalar potential V (H, S, Φ) introduced in Eq. (2)
+h.c.,
In Eq. (7) h.c. in the last line represents the hermitian conjugate of the terms which are present in the potential but are not self-conjugate. We require all µ s, λ s to be real so as to make the Lagrangian CP-invariant (M can always be made real by rephasing Q L , Q R fields). We assume Z 2 is also preserved by vacuum and thus < Φ >= 0. It is legitimate to shift S in order to make < S >= 0, which will be assumed in the following. This offers the convenience that the tree level mass of Q is just M . The mass degeneracy of Q 5/3 and Q 2/3 is broken only by loop effects by which gauge boson loops will make Q 5/3 slightly heavier than Q 2/3 . We do not expect loops induced by L QΦ to substantially enlarge this mass difference. Therefore in the following calculation we simply take Q 5/3 and Q 2/3 to be mass-degenerate at M .
For notational convenience, we write S = 1 √ 2 (S + iA) in which the particle excitation of A is just X(750), with mass m A = 750 GeV. To discuss the diphoton rate of A, the most important part of the Lagrangian is L QS , which gives the following effective Lagrangian
where we introduced the effective Yukawa coupling constant for AQQ interaction y ≡
. We also introduce an effective Yukawa coupling constant y for h QQ interaction y ≡
. Assuming x ≡ m 2 A 4M 2 < 1, the leading order partial widths of A → gg, γγ are calculated as [117, 118] 
For a loop-philic A, other important decay channels considered here include W W, ZZ, γZ, with approximate partial width ratios calculated to be
Γ(A→γγ) = 0.06. Loop-induced decays to tt, cc, uu, tc, tu, cu and hh, h h , hh , Zh, Zh are expected to be small if we require λ QΦi , y and the mixing in the CP-even Higgs sector to be small. Therefore for total width calculation, we only take into account A → gg, γγ, W W, ZZ, γZ. All relevant K-factors are taken to be 1, especially because it is expected that for gg initial and final states, the K-factor effect cancels a lot when calculating the rate. MSTW2008 PDF [119] is used for parton-parton luminosity calculations. In  FIG. 1 we color the parameter region where the diphoton σ × Br can reach 4, 8, 12, 20 fb. We note that for the heavy DM case ( 550 GeV) (which is one option favored by relic density considerations, see the paragraph on DM below), essentially there is no lower bound on the mass of Q 2/3 other than the DM mass assuming 100% decay to top final states [32] .
1 Therefore for a wide range of M , there exists a fully perturbative region of y to realize the observed diphoton rate. If we take a benchmark point M = 1 TeV, y = 1.0, we will get σ(gg → A → γγ) = 6.4 fb, which just falls in the right range needed to explain the excess. The total width of A at this benchmark point is about 18 MeV which is not able to also account for the apparently large width hinted by ATLAS [3] . However the hint is quite preliminary and not supported by CMS [4] so we still stick to the narrow width interpretation. With the abovementioned partial width ratios, it is easy to check that for X(750) no bounds are relevant at present with regard to LHC searches in dijet,W W, ZZ, γZ channels [124] [125] [126] [127] [128] [129] [130] , which in turn provides a natural reason why the diphoton channel popped up first. We have checked that the modification of the gg → h → γγ signal strength due to Q is safely negligible. The contribution of Q 5/3 and Q 2/3 to electroweak precision observables is also negligible due to their vector-like nature and approximate mass-degeneracy [131] . A few remarks are in order here with respect to DM phenomenology in the model.
In fact, the model possesses a decoupling limit in which makes DM phenomenology here approach the usual inert doublet model (IDM) [132] . There are three additional factors contributing to DM phenomenology compared with IDM. The first is the mixing of two CP-even neutral Higgs bosons in the Z 2 -even sector. The second is additional trilinear and quartic couplings in the scalar sector. The third is the new L QΦ interactions. The impact of all three factors can be made small by keeping relevant mixing and coupling small and thus the model approaches the IDM limit. It is known that the IDM has a region of parameter space corresponding to large DM mass ( 550 GeV) which can give correct relic density and satisfy direct detection bound [133] . Thus our model is expected to be able to produce correct DM relic density and be safe from direct detection constraints. We note that it is interesting, though beyond the scope of this Letter, to consider the case in which one or more of these three factors make a sizable contribution to DM annihilation or direct detection and thus have interplay with ordinary IDM.
Our model can be tested in the future in various manners besides the diphoton and diboson rates. First, our model predicts a CP-odd scalar whose CP-property can be tested via investigating the final state differential distribution of gg → A → W W, ZZ, γZ. Second, our model predicts an additional CP-even scalar h which can mix with the 125 GeV Higgs boson. Its trail can be detected in future precision electroweak or Higgs studies. This additional CP-even scalar can also be produced directly at colliders and decay to SM final states. Inert vector-like quarks might contribute in its production and decay loop, however the associated rate is not linked tightly to X(750) production because in our construction y can be adjusted independently with respect to y. Third, exotic quarks of electric charge 5/3 and 2/3 are expected and nearly mass-degenerate, which can be searched for at future hadron or linear colliders, via signatures such as lepton(s) + jets + / E T (leptons and jets come from t, W, Z from Q 5/3 , Q 2/3 decay and can often be soft). The chirality structure of L QΦ can be further studied via studying the polarization of the top quark in the process, e.g. in the same spirit as [134] . L QΦ also contributes to flavor observable such as ∆m D , which at present provides the constraint |λ QΦu λ QΦc | 5 × 10 −3 . More parameter space on these two couplings is expected to be probed by future improved flavor experiments and refined lattice calculations. Furthermore, scalars from the inert doublet in our model can be probed by future dark matter experiments and production at very high energy hadron, lepton, and lepton-hadron colliders.
III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this Letter we introduced a weakly-coupled renormalizable model in which there exists a particle whose tree level decays are all forbidden and therefore can only decay via quantum effects. This particle is a pseudoscalar coming from a complex singlet scalar field.
With appropriate vector-like fermions conspiring in the loop it is easy to produce a sufficiently large diphoton rate for X(750) without driving relevant Yukawa couplings to non-perturbative region. Interestingly enough, the prohibition of tree level decays of X(750) naturally leads to a dark matter candidate in the model. If X(750) can be confirmed in the future, there should be rich phenomenology with respect to collider searches, flavor physics and dark matter detection. We note that this loop-philic construction is not specific to the (3, 2, 7/6) representation and quantum number chosen for Q. Other representations and quantum numbers (such as those considered in [10] ) can be easily accommodated as long as appropriate representations for inert scalars are chosen, although one might be confronted with different (perhaps more stringent) theoretical and phenomenological constraints in such cases.
The 750 GeV diphoton excess is a huge surprise to the high energy physics community. On one hand, physics beyond the SM has been sought for for a long time at colliders without success. The diphoton excess, though preliminary, has an unexpected possibility to become the first smoking gun signature of physics beyond the SM at the LHC, and thus clearly warrants further experimental and theoretical investigations. On the other hand, there have been two major trends in new physics model building, i.e. weak dynamics (e.g. supersymmetry) and strong dynamics (e.g. composite Higgs). Weak dynamics has some special advantages such as its renormalizability and being easier to make predictions. However the diphoton excess, at first glance, is difficult to explain naturally in a completely weakly-coupled theory. Our study shows that with appropriate model construction it is possible to naturally accommodate the diphoton excess with the addition of only a few particles in a completely weakly-coupled renormalizable gauge-invariant framework. In this Letter a minimal realization of such a framework is presented, in which the diphoton excess appears the earliest is fully expected due to the loop-philic nature of X(750).
